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Arrogant lions and Cunning tigers

This is a story of a dense forest where the king was a ferocious lion. He was so ferocious that all
the animals of the forest used to scare him. That king used to get very angry and make the
wrong decisions.
Due to these decisions, all the animals of the forest were very upset. The lion also had an
advisor who was a tiger.
One day the lion was traveling in the jungle with his advisor then the lion saw a river pass
through his forest. The lion asked the tiger, "This river passes through our forest, then to which
side does this river go?"
To this question of the lion, the tiger replied, "King, this river passes through our forest and then
it goes towards another forest which is in the east direction. That forest belongs to another
king."
The lion got angry on hearing this and like every time, he took the wrong decision this time too.
He ordered that all the animals in the forest would make a stone wall in front of this river, so that
all the water of the river would not go into the other forest. After hearing this order of his king,
the tiger became very worried because he knew that doing so could cause a lot of problems in
the forest.
All the animals of the forest together made a big wall with the help of stones on the river which
was like a dam. After doing this, the water of the river was not able to go further. Gradually, all
the water in the forest started filling up and the houses of the people started drowning.
Distressed, all the animals of the forest went to the tiger and told him their concern. Seeing all
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the problems, the tiger said to all, "You all calm down, I immediately do something on this matter
so that we can avoid drowning everyone's house."
For a while the tiger wondered what he could do so that he could convince his king the lion?
Just then, an idea came to his mind and he went straight to the bear. The bear used to ring the
bell in the morning and all the people of the forest would get up at the sound of that bell. It was
night time and there was a much time left for the morning. The tiger went to the bear and told
him to ring the bell. On hearing this, the bear said, "Excuse me but I am afraid of the king and I
cannot do this work because it is not morning yet."
To ease the fear of the bear, the tiger said to him, "Don't be afraid. You just ring the bell. I will
handle everything." On hearing this, the bear rang loudly and due to this, all the animals of the
forest got up. The lion king of the forest also got up. He roared angrily and said, "What a fool it
is. It is not even in the morning and the bear starts ringing the bell."
Then the tiger came to him and said, "King Bear has rung the bell at the right time."
"But it is still dark and the sun has not come out, so how can you say that it is morning?" The
lion asked the tiger.
"Maharaj, we have stopped the water flowing in the river so that the water is not going on in the
other forest. The people there have stopped the sun because of this. They will not leave the sun
till we release water from here. "
On hearing this, the lion became very angry and he said, "Their courage! Prepare all the
animals of the forest, we will fight them."
"Don't get angry, my lord. I have a good suggestion from the fight so that we can get sunlight
without fighting." The tiger told the lion. Hearing this, the lion calmed down and said to the
tiger, "If this is the case, then you tell me what should we do?"
"King, we should leave the water of the river so that the water can also go into their forests and
in return they will give us sunlight. We have to do a kind of business sunlight instead of water."
The tiger said.
On hearing this, the king was calm because he liked this idea of the tiger. The lion ordered
everyone to immediately go and remove the wall from there. In such a situation, all the animals
of the forest got together and removed the wall built on the river and then after some time the
sun came out. Now everyone's problem was over.

